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TREE-MULIPARTITE GRAPII
RAMSEY NUMBERS
P. Erdos, R. J. Faudree, C. C. Rousseau and R. H. Schelp
Aesrxecr The Ramsey number r(T,K(n, n)) is studied in the case
where T is a fixed tree of order rt and n is large. In particular, we
find that r(K(L,m.-L), K(n,n)) is bounded above and below by
cmnllog(m\ where in each bound c is an appropriate positive constant.

1. Inhoduction
Given graphs Gr,..., G6, the Ramsey number r(Gt,.. . , Go) is the
r so that, if we color the edges of K, by k colors, then for
some i the ith color class contains a copy of G,. The study of
r(Gy .. . , Go) or gerueralized Ramsey theory was popularized by Harary,
although there were earlier papers on this subject, in particular that of
smallest integer

Gerencs6r and Gy6rf6s [4].
In [3] we considered Ramsey numbers of the form r(Il, G) where H is
a fixed multipartite graph and G is a large sparse graph. The present
paper is a companion to [3]. In it we focus on Ramsey numbers of the
form r(11", G) where T is a fixed tree and G is a large multipartite graph.
Before presenting these rather special results, we first shall review some
of the problems of generalized Ramsey theory which have been of great
interest to us. It would be very desirable to have an asymptotic formula
for r(K., K"). At present, we only know that

",(#rp) <

I

r

(Kz

K-).

",Cs,)

(1)

for all sufficiently large n. One would expect that, for m>4 fwed and n
sufficiently large,

r(K^, K.)<nm-|-e,
but this is.open even for

m:4.

(2)

Perhaps

r(Co, Kn)<n2-'.

(3)

Erdos strongly believes this but others disagree. All agree that the
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problem is likely to be dificult. No one doubts that

,.
leffiffi:o'
r(Ca,K^)

(4)

but even this is open at present. Szemer6di has observed that
r(Ca,

/ n'_\
K^)..kro*f-/,

(5)

which just fails to give (a). The argument is based on the following result,
which is found in [1]. Let a, d and h denote the independence number,
average degree and number of triangles respectively of a graph G of

order N. Then

o> c(Nld) minflog(Nd2lh),loe d\.

(6)

(In (5) and (6) c stands for different absolute constants.) Now the desired
result follows immediately by observing that in a graph G of order N>c
(rulloen)2 with no Cathe average degree of G is O(Nu') and the number
of triangles is at most as large as the number of edges, i.e. Ndl2.
I-et G be a graph with q edges. Is it true that

r(K.,G)<2q+1?
Equality holds in the case where G is a tree.

(7)

2. Results
Our first theorem gives a general upper bound for r(T, K(n,n)), where T
is a tree of order m.
THponsN4

I

Let T be a tree of order m. tor all n73m,
r

(7, K (n, n))

< | 4mnllog(m )l .

Pnoor As the result is trivial in the case m<3, we may assume that
m)3. Let (red, blue) be a two-coloring of Kp where y: l4mnllog(m)].
If there is no red copy of T, then the number of red edges is at most
N(m-2). (This is a well-known result which is easily proved by induction.) Thus, we may assume that there are at r"".t ())-N(m-2) blue
edges, so that the average degree of the blue graph is at least N

-2m+3,

Let dydr,...,drv be the degree sequence of the blue graph andlet d
denote the averase deqree of this graph. By a well-known argument, the
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.l (*)'('-1)(N)

(8)

inequality

implies that there is a blue copy
satisfled

if

of K(n, n). By convexity,

'(i)'{'-rr(f'

and the latter certainly holds

(g)

will

be

(e)

if

,(t;'-),,o

(10)

Note that (10) is equivalent to

{I;"),"(il)
and

it

(1 1)

certainly follows that there is a blue K(n, n)

\

(1-tu+?^t)'-

n\

N

)

rt

= r.

(12)

with our choice of N and in view of the fact that n>3m we need
only
verify that
@mloe@))

(, -

t 9ri*')'^

r,

(13)

for all m)3, and this is completely straightforward. tr

Reuanrs Neither the constant 4 nor the inequality n>3m is a
sharp
condition. fn fact, were we to set iV:
lcmnfiog(m).1 LrrA arsr[ne n to be
sufficiently large, then (11) would become
(cmttos(m))

(, -

Y)^

r

r,

(14)

which is satisfied for an sufficiently rarge m by taking
c>2. Further, the
critical value co so that c ) c6 wil ensure that (1a)
hords for ail m is
approximately 2+Ue.

The complete r-partite graph having n vertices in each part
will be
I*(n, . . . , n). In the followLg theorem, fogrJf i"rot", tt
,
-i.gr1rl:"
r-times iterated logarithm,
,i.e. logar)1n; : togin)

-

denoted by

".a
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A'

log(log('-1)(n)), r: 2,3, . .. . The theorem is proved by induction, with
Theorem 1 constituting the first step.
TneoRE\4 2 Let T be
constqnt c, such that

a

tree

of order m. For each r>2 there

r(7, K,(n,' . .,

r1))

exists a

< | c,mnllogt'-tl(m)l

wheneuer m is sufficiently large and

n>3m'

The proof of this result is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1 and so
it will be omitted. Suffice it to say that using the strategy of the proof of
Theorem 1 one can verify that the blue graph contains a K(n, p), where

p:lc,

,mnllogG

4(m)1. This fact, together with the

induction

hypothesis, comPletes the Proof.
ih" rr"*t result shows that the result of Theorem 1 is, within a constant
factor, the correct magnitude in the case where T is a star'

THBonru

3

Let m be fixed. There exists a positiue constant c such that
r(K(1, m - !), K(n, n)) > lcmnllog(m) )

for all sufficiently large n.

If m is sufficiently

large,

c:2

will suffice'

in F]
the
review
simply
shall
We
in
[2].
and previously applied by the authors
the
needed,
be
details
additional
basic ideas of this method. Should
We
1ttr:
Let
given
in
lsmnllog(rn)1.
F].
reader is referred to the account

pnoor, The proof

uses the Lov6sz-spencer method as developed

wish to show the existence of a two-colouring of the edges of K^, in which

there is no red K(1,m-1) and no blue K(n,n). This will be accomplished by the probabilistic method, in particular by considering a random
iwo-coloiing in which each edge of the K* is colored red with independent probability p. For each set s of m vertices of the K1.r, let A5 denote
the &ent that the red subgraph spanned by S contains K(1, m-1)'
Similarly, for each set T of 2n vertices let Br denote the event that the
blue subgraph spanned by T contains K(n, n). For a flxed A" let No^
denote the number of S'I S such that A5 and A5' are dependent'
Similarly, let Nas denote the number of T such that At and B, are
dependent. In exactly the same way, define lVro and Nrr' Letting A and
B denote typical As and B, respectively, the desired conclusion will
follow from the fundamental lemma of Lov6sz if there exist constants a
and b such that
(15)
ap(A)<L, bp(B)<!,

log(a)>NaoaP(A)+NABbP(B),
log(b)>NraaP(A)+NBBbP(B).

(16)

G7)
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The following bounds are obvious:

Noo<
lVor,

(;)H_1),

Nr, = (fl),

Nra(

(';)H_i),

P(A)< mp^ ',
P(B)<

(')o-p)n'.

(18)
(1e)

(20)
(21)
(22)

With e an appropriately small positive consftmt, set

,:
a:

(2+ e)tos(m)ln,
L+

e,

(23)
(24)

b: m'n,
c:[.

(2s)

(26)
Straightforward calculations verify that with these choices Na,*ap(A)
and
NABbP(B) tend to zero as n ---> @ and that log(b) exceeds
at
fl'oop(A),
least for all sufficiently large m. Thus with n--)@ and m ialen to Ue
sufficiently large, conditions (15)-(Ll7) xe satisfied and the proof is

complete. tr

Although the bound of rheorem 1 is, in a certain sense, sharp in the
T is a star, this is certainry not the case in generar. In
particular, the behavior of r(?l K(n, n)) is quite different i.-r, th"
where
"ur"
is a path. Hiiggkvist reports that he has proved the following
-T
result [5]:
case where

Trmonrrur

(Hriggkvist) r(p^, K(n, k)) <

m

t n + k -2.

fn any case, the crude upper bound r(p^,K(n,n))<m+4n follows from
a simple argument using a result of p6sa [6]. Let (red, blue) be a
two-coloring of the edges of K1,r, where N: m * An.rtthere is no red p*
then P6sa's lemma yields a set of vertices X with its neighborhood in the
red graph, .l-()fl, such that lxl<ml3 and lI-(X)UX<3lXl. Repeated
this result gives a set y such that n<lyl<n+ml3 and
y:g

"f Y|<3lYl<3n*m.It
lf(nU

of K(n,n).

follows that the blue graph contains a copy

160
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3. Open questions

and final remarks

What is the behavior of r(7, K(n, n)) when T has bounded degree?
Perhaps the methods of Hiiggkvist will shed some light on this quesfion.
We have seen that for a tree, T, the Ramsey number r(7, K(n, n)) is
linear in n. However, if T is replaced by a graph containing a cycle this is
no longer true. In p] Spencer showed that r(C-, K")>c(nllog(n))',
where a:(m-1)t@-2). By the same method, one obtains the same
bound for r(C^, K(n, n)), except for the value of the positive constant c'
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